The efficiency with which multicast communication can take place is largely determined by the network level support available for such communication. Two factors contribute to the complexity of supporting current multicast applications: the lack of reliable multicast transport mechanisms at the network level and the lack of network support for large scale multicast communication. In this paper, we examine the issues pertinent to eliminating these shortcomings. We first show that internet multicasting algorithms based on reverse path forwarding are inherently unreliable and present a source-tree-based reliable multicasting scheme. The new scheme makes use of simple inter-gateway protocols and works on top of previously developed distance vector and link state internet routing schemes. Next, to support large scale applications, we present a scheme for partiat multicesting and introduce a new network level operation, called gather.
1.
Completenes~Multicast messages are delivered to each destination in the same order as sent by the source, without message duplication or loss and 2. Finiteness: Each multicast message is accepted by all the destinations in a finite amount of time after its release at the source.
A reliable multicast scheme preserves these properties in the presence of topological changes in the network. It should be noted though that it may not always be possible to achieve completeness and finiteness in a dynamic intemet. Specifically, when a network partition occurs, multicasts in progress may not complete at sdl.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, a brief review of prior work on intemet multicasting is presented and the issues in achieving reliability and scalability are discussed. A reliable intemet multicasting scheme, called RM, is presented in Section 3 and protocols that are part of this scheme are described. Like the previously proposed unreliable intemet multicasting scheme [13] , RM utilizes link state and certain distance vector intemet routing schemes for its operation.
In Section 4, some properties of RM are described and its utility in supporting group communication is examined. Ways to adapt RM to perform partial multicasting are described in Section 5.
In Section 6, the gather network operation is described and finally, summary and conclusions are presented in Section 7. therefore, it is necessary to detect changes in the sink tree and take corrective actions. Unfortunately, there does not seem to be an easy way of doing this, especially with distance vector 4A1s0 calted the source free. The source tree defines the least cost paths jrom a source to att the destinations whereas the sink tree defines the paths 10 the source. 'fhese trees may not be identical in a dynamic network.
routing.
From Figure 1 , it is seen that the sink tree information is dkibuted in the network and therefore a node cannot obtain its structure.
One approach, adopted by Segall and Awerbuch for their reliable broadcast scheme [26] gateway to infer the structure of its source tree from its routing databases. Under OSPF, the source tree is obtained when the shortest-path tree is computed. Under OP and CKG, a gateway g obtains its source tree as follows: the root of the tree is g itself. Gateways that are in the next level of the tree are exactly those for which g is the last hop. Gateways in the second level are obtained by tinding those gateways for which some gateway in the first level is the last hop and so on. Furthermore, under all these schemes, the leaf subnets in the source tree, along with other subnets which form links between gateways are also easily obtained from the routing databases.
The source tree of a gateway, as obtained from the routing databases, is loop-free at all times and changes to its structure are easily detected by the gateway; under OSPF, modifications to the shortest-path tree are readily detected. Under OP and CKG, changes to the source tree are detecLed whenever a gateway updates the last hop field of any entry in its routing There is, however, a drawback in using source trees for multicasting, as opposed to sink trees: while each gateway in the network can trivially determine its ancestor in the sink tree of a given node (by looking up its routing table), its source tree has to be explicitly "set up" before multicasting can begin. This task although easily accomplished, incurs a certain amount of communication overhead.
The RM scheme, described next, maintains completeness and finiteness in the presence of non-partitioning gateway and link failures. Message delivery, however, is affected when the source host fails. Recovery from such failures is beyond the scope of this work.
Description
The essential parts of the reliable multicasting problem are as follows:
Creating and maintaining multicast trees of a gateway, in the presence of topological and traffic load changes. One tree per distinct multicast group is required and all these trees are subtrees of the gateway's source tree.
2.
Ensuring 10SS1CSS, sequenced and non-rcplicatccf delivery of multicast messages to all destinations in a multicast group, in the presence of message losses, topological changes and changes to group membership in the intemet.
The following terminology will be used throughout. A source host in an intemet is a host which originates a multicast.
An end host is a host which is a member of the target multicast group. A source gateway is selected by the source host to perform the multicast. The source host and gateway can communicate directly over a common subnet. The RM scheme requires the identity of the source gateway be carried in multicast packets. An end gateway delivers multicast messages to end hosts. The end gateway communicates directly with one or more end hosts over a common subnet. An end network is a subnet that contains one or more end hosts,
The following assumptions are made about the network:
1. Each gateway can determine the failure or resurrection of a link in a finite amount of time.
2. Whenever a link i +j between two gateways i and j exist, so does the link j +i.
3.
The underlying routing algorithms, either distance vector or link state, converge in a finite amount of time after topological changes.
4.
In the absence of failures, once a gateway accepts a multicast packet, it eventual 1y succeeds in transfeming a copy of it to each of its children in the mukicast tree. propagating the structure of the tree to other gateways.
With link state routing schemes, multicast trees can be set up by utilizing the (identical) topology database maintained by each gateway, as described later.
Multicast trees of a gateway (one per group) are subtrees of its source tree and several trees may share common branches of the source tree. The tree construction procedure can be optimized to make use of this fact.
Explicit Tree Construction
Explicit tree construction requires a gateway to know the complete structure of its source tree, as well as the identities of all the subnets on which members of a multicast group reside. The former is obtained from the routing databases while the latter is obtained through Protocol GG2, described later. Given that a gateway i has the above information, define Ti to be the source tree of i and define T: to be the subtree of Ti rooted at a gateway 1. AlSO define Ti~to be the multicast tree of i for group m and define T/p to be the subtree of Ti~rooted at gateway 1. Each child j of i in Tim defines a branch in Tip, consisting of the subtree T/m. T/w itself is a sub~ee of Tjfl~d hence the only information that j needs to figure out its descendants in Ti,~are the identities of all the leaves in T/n.
Similarly, let k be a child of j in Tim. k can identify its descendants in Ti~if j passes on to k the identities of the leaves in T)w. Figure 2 illustrates this idea. The list passed on to various gateways in constructing C's multicast tree to the
Note that T$~is a subtree of TEP. Thus, the protocol to set up a multicast tree of a gateway i for group m is as follows:
Step:
Source gateway i: For each neighbor j, find the identities of all the leaf subnets in Ti~reachable through j. Transmit this information reliably to J.
Each internal gateway j # i: at different nodes thus encode the structure of T, and they are modified only under the explicit control of i.
Procedure gl: Identifies subnets in Ti reachable through j.
Number, from 1 to 1, all the subnets in the routing table of j. Number, from 1 to k, all the neighbor gateways. Gateway We note here an improvement to the tree construction protocol. Instead of constructing the entire multicast tree, Ti~, of gateway i, it is possible to eliminate those branches that already exist as a result of previous tree constructions. This can be done by letting i pass on to each neighbor j only those leaf subnets in m that add new branches. Each internal gateway in Ti behaves the same way as given in Protocol GG 1. Also, when a tree is being reconstructed, it is necessary only to propagate leaf information that modifies the affected parts of the tree. The above modifications, however, requires each source gateway i to maintain the s~ucture of Ti already in existence, possibly using a data structure similar to the routing table.
Multicast tree construction must be invoked by a source gateway each time after it detects a topological change, through a routing table update. Routing updates, however, may arise out of traffic load chartges and it is not possible to distinguish between these two cases when a distance vector algorithm is used. One way to solve this problem is to include a mechanism 
4.
If an association is not found: Drop the packet.
The group association protocol, GG2, can then be described as follows:
When a host joins or leaves a muhicast group, it informs a neighboring gateway g. g does the following:
If the host is joining the group, enter the associa~ion <multicast address ,host address > in a database. If the host is leaving, remove the existing association. 
Normal Multicast Protocol
Once messages destined for a multicast group m have been received by g, the actual multicasting proceeds as follows:
Protocol GG3: Normal multicast protocol.
Source gateway g: Transfer messages reliably to each child in T8,~, using a sliding window protocol with window size w n.
Each interior gateway i in Tg~: After receiving a multicast message from the parent in Tg ,m, transfer copies of the message reliably to children in T;,~, using Procedure g2 and a sliding window protocol with window size Wn.
Each end gateway e in Tg _: After receiving a multicast message, use Protocol GH2 to transfer them to end hosts.
Each end host d in m: Assemble messages from each source host in the correct sequence before delivery.
Synchronization Protocol
The synchronization step for group m is executed by source host h after the end of a muhicast cycle or after being notified of a topological change during a muhicast cycle. In either case, h multicasts an invocation message along g's multicast tree. In reply, it receives the identities of messages (if any) to be retransmitted. It is assumed that each end host d E m keeps a count, Ntm, indicating the number of messages received in correct sequence from h during the most recent multicast cycle.
Protocol GG4: Synchronization protocol.
(i) Forward step:
Source gateway g : Reccivc invocation message from h for multicast group m. Transfer the message reliably to children in T~~.
Each interior gateway i in Tg~:
Receive the invocation message from parent in Tg~. Transfer the message reliably to children in T;~, using Procedue gz.
3.
Each end gateway e in Tg: Use Protocol GH2 to transfer invocation messages to all end hosts.
(ii) Reverse step:
2.
3.
4.
Each proof is given in the appendix.
Message Overhead
Assume that on the average there are n gateways in the multicast tree of a source. The value of n depends on the size of the intemet and the distribution of group members. Under normal operating conditions, the control overhead consists of messages exchanged between neighboring gateways to ensure reliable transmission.
This overhead is at least (n -1 ) / w, per multicast, as each multicast message travels n-1 hops in the worst case and adjacent gateways may acknowledge a block of w. messages. In reality, acknowledgements can be piggybacked on other messages and this overhead may be negligible. The pufh overhead consists of messages generated by the tree construction protocol and the synchronization protocol. The overhead for the synchronization protocol, per hos~is at most 2(n-1 ), since at most n -1 messages are transmitted from the source to the end gateways (invocation) and at most another n -1 messages from the end gateways to the source. Since synchronization ha~ens on the average once every w multi casts, the mean overhead per muhicast is at most 2(rr -1) / w messages. The overhead can be halved if the last multicast message in a cycle is itself used to carry an invocation (say, a single bit in the header). The tree construction overhead of 2(rr -1 ) messages is incurred by Protocol GG 1, during each invocation.
If topological changes occur only once after every W multicasts, W > w, the net path overhead will be dominated by the synchronization overhead. However, the tree construction overhead depends on the dynamics of the network and our tolerance to using paths whose costs have increased.
Multicast Message Delay
If a multicast message usually reaches each destination along the least cost path, every multicast
time, where D is the diameter (ie, the longest shortest-path) of the internet. The paths may be slightly longer when the shortest-path tree is different from the multicast tree, but the situation is corrected after the next tree construction cycle.
Multicast Group Addressing Overhead
Some commtrnicatlon overhead is incurred by all intemet multi cast protocols, unreliable or reliable, in mapping group-id's to host locations. We thus do not attempt to compute it here. Under RM, this overhead depends mainly on the group dynamics, ie, the rate at which a multicast group appears on and leaves from subnets. Assuming relatively long-lived multicast groups, this overhead may not be significant. Figure  3 illustrates the format of a typical gather message. Here, Id denotes the unique identifier for the set of related gather messages. Since gather messages usually~ise in response to multicasrs, the uniqueness of the id can be guaranteed by letting the respondents derive the id from the multicast message itself.
The Group_id field indicates the multicast group-id. The Condi[ion field contains a code that specifies the operation that gateways must perform on the data contained in the Tesf dara field, before the message is propagated further. The gateway operation is illustrated in Figure 4 . gafher messages arrive from various sources along the branches of the destination's multi cast tree and leave along the outgoing link (to the gateway's ancestor in the tree), Some messages may be buffered until the arrival of other related messages (ie, ones with the same id), so that a Condition could be successfully tested.
Assume
for the present that a gateway knows the identities of all the end hosts that belong to the mukicast group specified by Group_id (this can be achieved using the group association protocol presented in Section 3.2.3, as discussed later). Let S be the set of all such hosts. Let the notations M:
and M&r. denote a gather message M from host s with Id and TestData fields set to i and tdafa, respectively. messages. An example is the synchronization protocol, GG4, described in Section 3.3.3. In the most general case, a gateway can be made to execute a "program" carried in the Condition field over the data in the TestData field. It should be noted that some conditions (eg, Max, Min ) may require gateways to buffer some messages before forwarding.
The gaftir operation can be implemented using the same mechanisms described in Section 3 for implementing RM. Firsf or certain operations (eg, Max), gateways must know the identities of all the sources (ie, end hosts) of gafher messages.
Fortunately, the group association protocol, described in Section 3.2.3, aids a gateway in accomplishing this. Using this protocol, each end gateway acquires the addresses of individual sources.
Each internaf gateway in the tree, however, knows only the subnet address of potential sources and not host addresses. In each invocation, a gateway g receives the list of leaf nodes in T&m from its parent and marks its descendants in T~,~before passing on sublists to each of its descendants (Protocol GG1).
Furthermore, the protocol completes only when all the gateways in 1"~~have performed the updates (as signaled by the acknowledgements propagated from the end gateways towards G). Since protocol messages are transmitted reliably between neighboring gateways and assuming that a message can always be transmitted in a finite time across a functioning link, the correct multicast tree for G will be established in a finite time after t. We prove this lemma by showing that the k th cycle is started only when all the multicast messages transmitted during the k -1 th cycle have been received by all the destinations, Since the same holds for the k-lth cycle, the proof will be complete for each cycle from 1 through k-l.
First note that each message transmitted during the k-lth cycle can be uniquely identified by its sequence number, in the range from 1 through w. Thus, if the variable, N~~, maintained by each end host h in m has a value 1, then it tidicates that h has received messages 1 through 1 from H. Assume that there are no topological changes during the k -lth cycle, Then, the normal multicast protocol ensures that each message from H is indeed transmitted reliably to each destination and the lemma holds trivially. Now assume that topological changes occur during the execution of the k -1 th cycle, By Lemma 1, the new source Dee is constructed in a finite time after these changes and during tree construction, Protocol GG1, together with Procedure g2, ensures that messages in transit are flushed from each gateway, either dropped by the gateway or transfered to end hosts. The synchronization protocol that follows ensures that H learns of the smaflest of these values, say 1. H then retransmits messages 1 through w along the new tree. The synchronization protocol may be repeated due to topological changes or end host failures, but H proceeds to the k th cycle only after verifying that the value returned at the endl of the last instance of the synchronization protocol is indeed w. 
